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#urban_regeneration #paris #strategic_planning #social_housing #urban_decay

Clichy sous bois is located 20 km to the east of Paris.It is a planned precinct part of the post-war 
social housing projects in Paris. The city is highly severed from the rest of Paris without any means 
of direct public transport. The urban fabric is highly fragmented which resulted in the city’s decay. 
Social issues include poverty,crime and one of the highest unemployment rates in France.

The proposed framework aims at improving the quality of open spaces, defining the street 
boundaries, and creating employment opportunities. The program is diverse including a high street 
to drive local economic growth, a university to provide tertiary education, new housing, and a civic 
centre for cultural and recreational purpose.

The strategies focused on improving connectivity to the proposed Grand Paris metro plan. An 
intermodal transport network is established to improve connectivity and drive local businesses. A 
green corridor stitches the city and connects it to the regional green network.
The urban tissue is a result of preservation of certain blocks, removal of some, bolt-on architecture, 
infill and a combination of all four strategies.



#greenfield #western_sydney_airport #sustainability #employment #mixed-use

 A vision for a socially sustainable parkland city covering an area of 12 square kilometres in 
Western Sydney. “Socially sustainable” meaning that the city is flexible and adapting in its nature.

 The main focus of this vision was designing a built environment in harmony with the existing 
environment. How do you create an urban centre in a rural landscape without depleting it? Our 
framework is a constant dialogue with the site’s landscape as well as its boundaries. When the grey 
infrastructure imposes on the landscape, it is mitigated by the formalised green infrastructure.



 The site at Oeiras might appear chaotic at first glance. However, deeper analysis of the area’s dynamics 
and synergies reveals various rhythms on the macro and micro scales. Oeiras is simply an urban agglomeration 
that thrives to be a centrality within a competitive metropolitan area along the Tagus. 
 The proposed framework is a system to absorb contextual tensions and compliment Oeiras’ synergies 
by creating a centrality. The centrality is generated by shifting the existing train station from Santo Amaro and 
engulfing it within the framework to activate a metropolitan strategy.A legible urban form is used to transcend 
fragmented landscapes into a potential city with distinct layers. The abandoned military sites/batarias are 
reprogrammed into a cohesive cultural landscape that honours the area’s history yet embraces its future 
needs.Public spaces are created around the framework to stabilise the tensions in the surrounding urban 

#urban_infill #metropolitan_connectivity #intermodal_transport #compact_model




